“The speed at which the data is
accessed and delivered is truly
revolutionary compared to what
our previous systems could do.”
- John Swalwell, CTO of Perry proTech

METER
MANAGEMENT

MWA FORZA, built on SAP Business One®
platform, oﬀers an ERP solution with meter
reporting essential to gauge proﬁtability
for dealers in the imaging channel.
Provides universal interface
Unlimited meter code deﬁnitions
and conﬁgurations
Suspicious alerts for meters
in real-time
Smart meter collection is now
automated from your favorite
remote monitoring system
Meter collections are simpliﬁed
with the meter collection wizard
Customer meter entry portal
reduces time spent collecting
meter reads

Managing automated meter readings from the ﬁeld has
never been easier! Using the universal interface in FORZA
you can now use any meter collection tool or multiple meter
collection tools to better serve your customers. Having
consistant updates from machines in ﬁeld not only saves
you time and money but also provides accurate information allowing FORZA to create the easiest, most
readable invoice ever seen in our channel!
Gone are the costly days of sending a technician
to a customer just to collect a missing meter or
an admin department chasing customers for a
meter. The meter management tool is fully
integrated into the day-to-day process of
administration and easily allows the
tracking of successful meter collections,
attempts of meter collections, and
allows for a progressive, automated
approach to get the meters into
the system without dealer
administration ever having to
pick up the phone!

Contact us today for a demo!
MWA Intelligence, Inc

15990 N Greenway Hayden Loop
Suite C400
Scottsdale, AZ 85260

1.800.875.2371
mwaintel.com
sales@mwaintel.com
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METER
MANAGEMENT
The collection and management of
meters within FORZA allows dealerships
to eﬀectively maintain and bill contracts
in a timely and eﬃcient manner with minimal
human intervention. By allowing dealerships
the freedom to use a universal and agnostic
platform for meter collection, it provides
crucial data without the interruption of
switching platforms or disrupting normal
day-to-day business processes.

Once meters have been collected, FORZA
creates a readable and payable invoice
out-of-the box that can be easily
distributed to your end-users in a
variety of diﬀerent formats and
templates.
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